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How The COVID-19 Pandemic Has Impacted The World of Luxury Interiors and Lighting
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The COVID-19 pandemic has turned the world as we knew it upside down. Amid the ensuing chaos and uncertainty, one thing that has emerged as the ‘sanctuary’ of our lives is the home. Reimposing its aura in our lives, we have no other way than to turn it into a calm oasis, a slice of sustainability — the movement that is the byword of our generation.
“Nostalgia” was declared to be reigning imagination through 2021 by Gemma Riberti, head of interiors at WGSN Lifestyle & Interiors. “It has an incredibly reassuring power—in times of uncertainty, a well-known past is looked at with fondness and longing,” said Riberti.
“Repurposing, revamping, and refreshing antique furniture and pieces otherwise discarded is motivated by both sustainability and nostalgia.”
With the heightened stress on woke consumerism, responsible luxury is key. One that shops local, supports local especially in the wake of the pandemic. Hence, the once West-looking luxury home clientele is now looking beyond the haloed lanes of Italy and France given the geo-medical restrictions in place. Luxury is fighting hard to stay relevant at a time when the world has awakened to the grim reality that nothing is more precious than life itself, or health. 
At Klove, however, this has been the thought ever since its inception. Woven into the Klove design DNA is the labour-intensive journey of craftspersons and artisans. The Klove work culture has always been informed by this respect for labour and skill, for human lives, talent and passion without which the beauty and charm of a finished handcrafted product is nothing.
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When the International Association of Lighting Designers (IALD) surveyed lighting design businesses about the impact of the COVID-19 crisis in May 2020, the results showed how most lighting design firms worldwide were underprepared to deal with the challenges. There has actually been a paradigm shift in the way companies function. Work is remote and for crafts-based interior business that itself is a challenge.
The bigger challenge though is to understand that the function of interior design itself has changed. As people spend more and more time indoors and with family members, the home environment calls for intelligent and intuitive manipulation of the space. Klove is pushing its boundaries in merging technology with technique to come up with time-sensitive and labour-sensitive design solutions to adapt to the new times.
If work-from-home policies continue to stay as it seems most likely now, homes need to have functional workspaces. But, equally, at the same time, living spaces must encapsulate the concept of escape and romance; niche corners or surprise corners to break the monotony and fulfill the need of candlelight dinner, a temporary vacay-vibe and an experimental setting for home theatre. At Klove, we are constantly innovating to bring sustainable living solutions intact with the luxury of thought.
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How Sculptural Shapes Are Redefining the Concept of Lighting
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If the world today is all about a hybrid mix of image, impulse and inspiration, then design itself is a mood in motion. A fleeting flow of emotions, expressed perfectly by the minimalist zeitgeist...Read more
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Mid-century Modern: Revisiting Minimalism in The Current Times
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Simple, refined lines flowing into ornate borders, a primarily neutral colour scheme complementing white walls and wooden floors interspersed with brown and cream and fuss-free vintage furniture all scream the mid-century modern look that...Read more
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The Essential Lighting Guide to Survive Work from Home
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Move on from layered clothing to layered lighting, as the rapidly-evolving work-from-home space demands a new language of lighting.
One of the key objectives to getting the work-from-home lighting right is to create an optimal...Read more
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Why Gorgeous Lighting is the Showstopper on a Fashion Runway
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A fashion show is more than the sum total of brilliant clothes and beautiful people. Behind all the glitz and the glamour, a fashion show is as much the output of high-scale production values...Read more
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Inside the World of Industrial Lighting
	May 13, 2022
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Exposed brick? Weathered wood? Rustic metal accents? Well, chances are if you are a fan of industrial-inspired interiors, you have come across these terms. And, industrial-inspired interiors call for industrial-style lighting.
What is the fundamental...Read more
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NFTs and the Indian DesignVerse
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Traversing the realm of the real and the unreal… Scripting a new history for the creators of tomorrow… If you are a consumer of design, art or fashion, chances are you've been hearing a...Read more
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Time-travel to Goa in the ’70s: The Happy Blend of Palm Trees, Tropical Foliage and Fruits in Wondrous Lighting
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With renewed optimism in the air, it’s time to revisit Klove’s ‘The Goa Collection’, a tribute to the wonders and mysteries of the iconic 1970s era of Goa. Goa is the OG hippy nation —...Read more
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Colours and Patterns to Light Up Your Homes in 2022
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Art deco in a subtle statement, sustainable design or layered lighting — what’s aspirational and trending in 2022? While this might be too early in the year for trend talk, we at Klove take...Read more
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Lights, Camera, Home Theatre: Three Quick Tips for the Netflix Generation
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With the advent of multiple global and regional streaming platforms in India, the OTT generation is a legitimate category of residents of homes. Loosely known as the ‘Netflix and Chill’ consumer, millennials or Gen...Read more
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Minimising Waste, Giving More ‘Wattage’ to Sustainable Lighting Design Principles
	March 15, 2022
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The green building movement has assumed more weightage than ever before. If sustainability has gained momentum, then how is the lighting industry incorporating the principles of sustainable design?At Klove, the foundational principles rest on...Read more
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2022 Interior Book: Lighting Trends in the Hospitality Industry
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Here’s what you need to consider about aspects of modern lighting if you are in the hospitality industry.
Consult a lighting designer
Whether designing or redesigning a property, consulting a lighting designer is of paramount importance....Read more
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Why Sleek Industrial Lights Are The New Glam
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Industrial is no more pure ‘rustic’. In fact, the most enlightening aspect of modern industrial lighting is its emphasis on a sleek-metal look. It is anything but the raw, rugged, warehouse-wow look of the...Read more
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